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TQS Editorial for August 2000 
The Queensland Surveyor Journal 
By Robert Webb- QUT Surveying 
 
Welcome to the August edition of The Queensland Surveyor for 2000. 
 
This edition contains a variety of topical issues, with an interesting comment of the 
future short-term applications of using Global Positioning Systems in a non-selective 
availability environment. For Surveyors, there is an increasing scope and potential 
markets to provide foundation spatially related information using a diversity of data-
collection, analysis and presentation technologies. 
 
A fascinating historical article from Peter Swan examines the background to the 
macadamia nut and its southeast Queensland link to early explorer/surveyor Allan 
Cunningham.  
 
It is also great to here about some of the social activities that surveyors get involved in 
on their recreational days off. I would encourage and support more surveyor teams in 
next years events. Maybe the editors of this journal will be running next year? 
 
The other social/ historical measurement events occurring in the South of Queensland 
is the Border Survey Federation Project. The next big project weekend is scheduled 
for 16th and 17th September focusing on four road crossings in the easterly 
conterminous of Stanthorpe local authority. Alan Van and Gerard Batt are the main 
project overseers, coordinating a number of players; with a brief overview of the 
intentions of this Centenary of Federation project previously published in April 2000 
edition of the Qld Surveyor. An update is contained in this edition on page 23. I will 
be fortunate enough through my association with QUT to drop-in on the fieldwork 
associated with some of the border surveys in mid September. 
 
'Noel Cooney Memorial Prize' sponsored by Faber-Castell 
 
The last edition of The Queensland Surveyor contained a broad and diverse range of 
letters, industry reports, comments and feature articles. In each edition, the 
nomination for the Noel Cooney Memorial Prize from the previous edition will be 
announced. Nominations from the June 2000 edition: - 
Shane Simons of Osborne Mines - Native Title: and a Mining Success 
Story. 
This article examined a successful negotiation process between a multi-national 
mining company and the Kalkodoon aboriginal people. It discusses the processes, the 
procedures in brief, and most importantly highlights the role of the surveyor in 
providing spatial information. 
 
Comment 
I was recently purviewing a transcript of a sport factor discussion broadcast on the 
ABC Radio National program in early July. The discussion focused on the 
comparative nature of measurements associated with the upcoming Sydney Olympic 
Games. This discussion relating to the essential point of precision associated with 
timing measurements. (Surveyors are mentioned). The technology of timing has 
evolved in recent decades to now being able to reliably and repeatably make timing 
measurements to better than several thousands of seconds with X amount of tolerance. 
However the philosophy in early Olympic events was one of a comparative nature i.e. 
who was the fastest person between two fixed points containing a set length on the 
given day. 
 
This fundamental point is still valid in swimming trails, for example, as records are a 
comparative nature to hundredths of a second. It would be an interesting historical 
study to compare the "standards" of time and distance (length) measurement over the 
last two centuries as technology and application has evolved and improved. This begs 
the question of early 20th century Olympic events as to the measuring systems 
appropriate to the accuracy and precision required of the time? 
 
Consider the measuring tolerance of the Olympic final event of the one hundred-metre 
male sprint race. The timing of world records is now compared at the one hundredth 
of a second level. For an athlete (hopefully an Australian) to break the 10-second 
barrier translates to an average of 10 metres per second. If the reliable interval for 
comparison is at the one hundredth of a second, this translates to 0.1 metre tolerance 
on average over the entire distance. Now I would assume that the tolerance level 
contained in the specifications for setting out of the 100 metre straight was as the 
millimetre level! 
 
This then begs another question of where (and when to stop the clock) do you 
measure an athlete crossing the finish line? Is it the first thread of hair on the athletes' 
head across the line, or the tip of your nose, or the upper middle section of the 
athletes' chest? 
The importance of measurement specifications will be a critical issue in the breaking 
of records in these Sydney Games. Will surveyors and measurement sciences rate a 
mention as to the importance of their contribution? 
I look forward to your replies for next edition. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
